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Action/Adventure

Action/Adventure

Westerns

Comedy

WILD WILD WEST Widescreen. Will Smith
reunites with Men in Black director Barry
Sonnenfeld in this effects-loaded steampunk
action comedy. He plays special government
agent Jim West, teamed with crackerjack
inventor Artemus Gordon (Kevin Kline) on a
daring assignment: stop Dr. Arliss Loveless
(Kenneth Branagh). Also stars Salma Hayek.
CC. 105 minutes. Warner Home Video.
Item #4820096
$3.95
*LOOPHOLE Mike Daniels has formulated
the perfect bank heist, but he needs someone
who can skillfully navigate the sewers to help
him pull it off. Stephen Booker, an experienced
architect under great financial pressure, sees
the job as his way out of trouble and agrees to
get involved in the daring scheme. Stars Albert
Finney and Martin Sheen. 104 minutes. Reel
Vault.
Item #4865766
$7.95
RAMBO III Widescreen. John Rambo is now
living a secluded life in a Buddhist monastery
in Thailand. His former commander Colonel
Trautman asks for his help with a top-secret
mission in Afghanistan but the Vietnam War
vet declines. But when Trautman is kidnapped
during the mission, Rambo launches a rescue
mission. Rated R. CC. 101 minutes. Mongrel
Media.
Item #4789881
$5.95
*DAN CANDY’S LAW Donald Sutherland
stars in this 1975 film as a Canadian
Mountie who must track down and bring to
justice a fugitive Cree Indian who killed
Sutherland’s fellow officer. 93 minutes.
Reel Vault.
Item #3856674
$7.95

MI-5 Widescreen. When a terrorist escapes
custody during a routine handover, Will
Holloway (Kit Harington) must team with
disgraced MI5 Intelligence Chief Harry
Pearce (Peter Firth) to track him down
before an imminent terrorist attack on
London. Also stars Jennifer Ehle. Rated R.
104 minutes. Mongrel Media.
Item #3753492
$5.95
OUTLANDER Widescreen. Jim Caviezel
stars as a futuristic soldier who crash-lands
on Earth with a hellish, fire-breathing
monster in a time of warring Viking tribes.
Fusing advanced technology with Iron Age
weaponry, he must unite the fierce Vikings
and hunt the bloodthirsty beast before it
kills them all. Also stars Ron Perlman. Rated
R. English SDH. 115 minutes. Weinstein.
Item #4729358
$3.95

*VENGEANCE VALLEY Starring Burt
Lancaster as the adopted son of a cattle
baron. A family feud fuels high emotion as a
biological son frames his adoptive brother
(Lancaster) for fathering an illegitimate
child to gain control of his father’s business.
A western tale of infidelity and greed. Also
stars Robert Walker and Joanne Dru. 83
minutes. Reel Vault.
Item #390668X
$5.95
*DEADWOOD ‘76 The inhabitants of a
red-light town in the old west incorrectly
believe that the town’s newest citizen Billy
May is the infamous Billy the Kid. This Billy
is only interested in finding gold and living
in peace. However, that’s not what is in store
for poor Billy and the consequences prove
deadly. Stars Arch Hall Jr. Not Rated. 97
minutes. Imdfilm. Pub. at $14.95
Item #291784X
$7.95

*MACK & MYER FOR HIRE, VOLUME 1
Vaudeville comics Mickey Deems and Joey
Faye play handymen Mack and Myer in this
slapstick comedy series. They do anything,
anywhere, for any money. They are also a
disaster at everything they do. Though
produced for children the show is
historically important in that it’s the last
remnant of Vaudeville. Ten hilarious
episodes. In B&W. 116 minutes. Reel Vault.
Item #4670833
$5.95
*HARRY LANGDON: At Hal Roach–The
Talkies, 1929-30 Fullscreen. After falling
from Hollywood stardom at the end of the
Silent Era, quirky silent film comedian Harry
Langdon made not only his first talking films,
but his first screen comeback with a series of
eight two-reelers. Films include: Hotter Than
Hot; Sky Boy; Skirt Shy; The Head Guy; The
Fighting Person; The Big Kick; The Shrimp; and
The King. In B&W. Three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95
Item #3886794
$24.95

*THE MUTHERS Join Jayne Kennedy,
Rosanne Katon, Jeannie Bell and the rest of
toughest pirate crew in the Pacific as they
take on a daring rescue mission to save one
of their own from the clutches of vicious
white slavers. Directed by Cirio Santiago,
the master of Filipino sleaze. Not Rated. 83
minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
Item #2924781
$13.95

Westerns
T H E C O N F E D E R AT E Wide screen .
Desperate to escape the marriage to a brutal
neighbor that her drunken father arranged,
Willa Randall joins the Wheeler’s Division
of the Confederate Cavalry disguised as a
boy. Can Willa keep the secret from the
Captain she grows to love, and can she
outrun the abusive Edgar Dodds, hot on her
trail? Stars Parker Stevenson. Not Rated.
CC. 106 minutes. Cinedigm.
Item #4794540
$3.95
THE TELEGRAPH TRAIL/SOMEWHERE
I N S O N OR A / T H E M A N F R O M
MONTEREY John Wayne leads a trio of
exciting early-1930s westerns. He takes on
villains trying to stop The Telegraph Trail;
ventures to Somewhere in Sonora to take
down a gang of outlaws; and plays The Man
from Monterey, a noble hero out to unravel a
devious land-grab scheme. In B&W. 168
minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98
Item #467801X
$5.95

Comedy
BEVERLY HILLS COP II Widescreen. The
heat’s back on and Eddie Murphy is cool as
ever in this sizzling, smash-hit sequel to
Beverly Hills Cop. Alex Foley (Murphy) is
back where he doesn’t belong and he’s
going deep, deep, deep undercover. Back
too are Judge Reinhold and John Ashton as
Murphy’s crime-busting sidekicks. Rated R.
CC. 102 minutes. Paramount.
Item #4726596
$5.95
CELEBRITY SEX TAPE A group of college
nerds secretly record a washed-up celebrity
having sex and post the tape on the internet.
When the publicity revives the actress’s
career, every B-list celebrity, reality show
reject, and celebutante in Hollywood want to
star in the guys’ next “production.” 90
minutes. Adults only. Asylum.
Item #3569020
$5.95
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Dramas
THE LADY MUSKETEER Widescreen. The
year is 1660. Loyalties among the people of
France are divided between church and state,
Cardinal and King–each of whom employs a
private army. The Cardinal (Gerard Depardieu)
has guards. The King boasts his Musketeers.
But there is one Musketeer who stands apart
from the rest. She has her mother’s stunning
looks–and her father’s legendary sword.
English SDH. 175 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98
Item #4820339
$5.95
THE CASINO JOB Sexy Vegas strippers
thought they came up all aces after
successfully pulling off a plan to rob a
casino. But one member of the team is
holding a card that no one sees coming.
Rated R. 81 minutes. Maverick.
Item #3855864
$3.95

Dramas

Dramas

Thrillers

*CHIMES AT MIDNIGHT Sir John Falstaff
(Shakespearian character superbly portrayed
by Orson Welles), is the charming although
drunken and obese companion of young
Henry V. Welles’ marvelous portrayal of this
jovial but tragic character and strong acting
throughout make this an exceptionally
worthwhile film. Also released as Falstaff. In
B&W. 115 minutes. Reel Vault.
Item #3906450
$5.95
EVEN THE RAIN Widescreen. As a director
and his crew shoot a controversial film
a b o u t C h r is t o p h e r Co l u mb u s i n
Cochabamba, Bolivia, local people rise up
against plans to privatize the water supply.
With the shoot in jeopardy, the crew find
their convictions shaken. Inspired by the
real-life Water Wars in Bolivia in the year
2000. Not Rated. In Spanish with English
subtitles. 103 minutes. Image Entertainment.
Item #3943178
$5.95
5 FILM COLLECTION: Iconic ‘80s
Fullscreen & Widescreen. These five iconic
‘80s gems include Police Academy, Rated
R. 96 minutes. Spies Like Us. 102 minutes.
The Outsiders. 91 minutes. Risky Business,
Rated R. 99 minutes. And Fame, Rated R.
133 minutes. English SDH. Five DVDs.
Warner Home Video.
Item #3755223
$5.95
*SEVEN DAYS IN UTOPIA Widescreen.
Luke Chisholm (Lucas Black) is a talented
young golfer set on making the pro tour. When
his first big shot goes horribly, Luke escapes
the pressures of the game and finds himself
stranded in Utopia, Texas. Here, he meets
eccentric rancher Johnny Crawford (Robert
Duvall) and begins to question his past
choices and his direction for the future. CC.
100 minutes. Ocean Avenue Entertainmen. Pub. at $14.95
Item #3945790
$11.95
*GUN GIRLS Starting an all girl teenage
gang to deliver retribution on a deserving
town, the daughter of a well known family
becomes the poster child for bad girls in
this 1957 drama. After a failed robbery,
more murder follows. In B&W. 67 minutes.
Reel Vault.
Item #3856763
$7.95

*STREET SURVIVORS: The True Story
of the Lynyrd Skynyrd Plane Crash The
true story of the plane crash as told through
one of the survivors, drummer Artimus Pyle,
who not only survived the crash but who also
bravely pulled the remaining survivors out of
the plane wreckage before staggering towards
the nearest farmhouse to seek help. Not Rated.
90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95
Item #3937682
$14.95
RIGHTEOUS KILL Widescreen. After thirty
years in the pressure cooker environment of
the NYPD, highly decorated detectives Turk
(Robert De Niro) and Rooster (Al Pacino)
should be ready for retirement. But, before
they can hang up their badges, they are
called in to investigate the murder of a
notorious pimp, which appears to have ties
to a case they solved years before. Rated R.
English SDH. 103 minutes. Alliance.
Item #391433X
$3.95
*MRS. LOWRY & SON Widescreen. A
portrait of the artist L.S.Lowry (Timothy Hall)
and the relationship with his bedridden and
depressive mother, Elizabeth (Vanessa
Redgrave) who would constantly attempt to
dissuade her son from pursuing his artistic
ambitions while never failing to remind him
what a disappointment he is to her. 91
minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95
Item #3841707
$9.95

Thrillers
THE SLEEPWALKER Widescreen. A young
couple are restoring their family’s rural estate
when their peace is upended with the
unexpected arrival of Kaia’s emotionally
disturbed sister Christine. As Christine’s
behavior grows increasingly unhinged,
long-buried traumas resurface, forcing Kaia to
confront her sister’s tangled perception of
reality–which has begun to affect her own. Not
Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sundance Selects. Pub. at $24.98
Item #4809920
$3.95

*BORDERLINE Police woman Madeleine
Haley (Claire Trevor), following a lead provided
by a smuggler arrested in Los Angeles, goes
undercover as a showgirl in Mexico to find the
drug supplier with a taste for “cheap blondes”
(Raymond Burr) and ends up on the road with
American hood Johnny Macklin (Fred
MacMurray) in this 1950 thriller. In B&W. 88
minutes. Reel Vault.
Item #4735773
$5.95
*THE INTERRUPTED JOURNEY Novelist
John North (Richard Todd) leaves behind his
wife, Carol (Valerie Hobson), and hops on a
train with his mistress (Christine Norden).
Feeling that they are being followed John pulls
the emergency cord which causes a tragic
train crash. This 1949 British mystery thriller
will keep you on the edge of your seat. In
B&W. 80 minutes. Reel Vault.
Item #4735854
$5.95
THE BACKPACKER Widescreen. On the
outback roads of Australia, a deadly secret
awaits soldier Sergeant Ben Cross upon his
return from the War in Afghanistan. Vincent
Malek, a cruel and maniacal killer, has
chosen Ben as his next prey. The hunt is on
in a deadly game of cat and mouse, one that
will end with a question: how far will you go
for revenge? 91 minutes. Anderson Digital.
Item #6561217
$3.95
THE 12TH MAN Widescreen. After a failed
anti-Nazi sabotage mission leaves his eleven
comrades dead, Norwegian resistance fighter
Jan Baalsrud (Thomas Gullestad) finds
himself on the run from the Gestapo through
the snowbound Arctic reaches of Scandinavia.
English SDH. Dubbed and in Norwegian with
English subtitles. Not Rated. 136 minutes.
Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97
Item #3814866
$6.95
*THE SPECKLED BAND In one of the
first Sherlock Holmes talking films, the duo
of Holmes and Watson work to stop a greedy
Dr. Rylott from gaining access to his
stepdaughters’ inheritance. When one of
the daughters dies under mysterious
circumstances, Holmes and Watson end up
on a collision course with the not so good
doctor. Stars Raymond Massie. In B&W. 50
minutes. Reel Vault.
Item #3906574
$7.95
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Thrillers
*QUAI DES ORFEVRES Fullscreen.
Come see the fabulous Jenny Lamour, the
singer with stars in her eyes! Ignoring the
protest of her covetous husband Maurice,
Jenny pursues a meeting with a lecherous
movie financier. When Maurice attempts to
crash the rendevous, it’s murder! A classic
1940s film noir. Not Rated. In French with
English subtitles. In B&W. 107 minutes.
Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
Item #3880990
$11.95

Horror
ULTIMATE HORROR: 5 Horror Movies
Widescreen. The undead are unleashed in
five shambling shriek-fests: The 7th Hunt;
Toxic Lullaby (In German with English
subtitles); Colour from the Dark; Cut; and
Slaughtered. Not Rated. CC. Over 7 hours
on two DVDs. Anderson Digital.
Item #3801357
$3.95
INMATE ZERO Widescreen. The most
extreme medical trials are conducted on the
inmates of St. Leonards, a re-purposed prison
for some of the world’s most violent criminals.
But when one experiment goes wrong, the
entire facility becomes a terrifying,
disease-ridden maze for the desperate
survivors. English SDH. 106 minutes. Vertical.
Item #4759818
$3.95
IN THE SPIDER’S WEB When a team of
backpackers sets out to explore the Indian
jungles, one of them is bitten by a poisonous
spider and killed. Forced to seek the help of Dr.
Lecorpus (Lance Henriksen), an American
physician living in a local village, the group
discovers a horrifying local ritual in which
crawling spiders feast on corpses. Not Rated.
88 minutes. Genius Entertainment.
Item #3856178
$3.95
LAZARUS: Apocalypse Widescreen.
George Lazarus is tasked with interviewing
12 employees of a cigarette company when
his firm receives a suspicious insurance
claim. All 12 had been let go after
contracting mysterious illnesses. Shortly
after, Lazurus goes missing without a trace
and his friends set out to find him. What
they uncover is more deadly than they could
have ever imagined. Not Rated. 90 minutes. E One.
Item #4660773
$3.95

Horror

More Movies

*APOCALYPSE FEMALE WARRIORS
After WWII has devastated America, a fierce
band of female warriors attempt to survive
long enough to make it to the last habitable
place on Earth. But little do they know that
dictator Rollins doesn’t want her city over
populated and has assembled a team of
brutal mercenaries to hunt and eliminate
any “survivors” in the wastelands. 75
minutes. Adults only. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99
Item #4787692
$14.95
*NECROLOGIES A young horror-movie
fan is caught sneaking into a graveyard and
The Keeper doesn’t immediately call the
police. Instead, reading to him from “The
Book of Tombs,” what follows are six
macabre stories, filled with evil creatures
and unearthly events. Not Rated. CC. 75
minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95
Item #3965902
$7.95

*ELIS Fullscreen. Tells the true story of Elis
Regina’s (Andreia Horta) ascension from
humble origins in an impoverished village in
the country to the glamor of Rio de Janeiro.
Despite her swift rise to success and
international recognition before the age of 20,
Elis’ life was filled with tumult and tragedy. Not
Rated. In Portuguese with English subtitles.
110 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95
Item #6897649
$5.95

Sci-Fi

Religion and Spirituality
*LIFE AF TER DEATH: Quantum
Realms What is the meaning of life; is there
life after death; and is there a God? In this
brilliant expose on our belief systems and
the creation of all life in the cosmos, we
learn that through quantum physics we can
now finally look upon the Face of God and
see the meaning of existence. 60 minutes.
Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99
Item #3748057
$14.95

*FEMALIEN COSMIC CRUSH
Widescreen. Those star-hopping Alterians are
back in a cosmic caper of conjugal
consequence! When an ancient hunger is
awakened in the far reaches of space, the
Alterian High Council sends newly ordained
Collector Maxy Prime (Kira Noir) to investigate
with her nimble know it all sidekick, Gabby
Jinx. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Full Moon.
Item #4778057
$9.95

Musicals
*CAMELOT Presented by HBO Theatre,
this taping of the 1980 Broadway stage
revival of Lerner & Lowe’s musical features
Richard Harris as King Arthur and Meg
Bussert as his wife Guinevere in a gripping
tale of illicit love, enchanted imprisonment,
and the threat of civil war. 150 minutes.
S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95
Item #3913961
$11.95

Documentaries
*U-BOATS: The Wolfpack/B-17: The
Flying Fortress U-Boats: The Wolfpack is an
award-winning film that tells the fascinating
story of the Nazi submarine attack force that
sank hundreds of ships and invaded U.S.
waters. B-17: The Flying Fortress is the story of
the B-17, the plane used most often in the
daring daylight bombing raids that struck at
the heart of the German War Machine. 60
minutes. BSX Entertainment. Pub. at $16.95
Item #3887243
$12.95
*TERROR IN PARADISE Widescreen.
Terrorists are targeting tourist destinations,
which is greatly affecting the tourism industry
in once popular and prosperous vacation
spots. This documentary takes a look at those
attacks and the effects they have had on those
who relied upon heavy tourism. 52 minutes.
Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95
Item #2871084
$3.95

UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries
*ALIENS IN LA Los Angeles has had the
most alien and UFO sightings in the entire
world since the 1950s. This unique
documentary takes an unparalleled look at
several of those encounters over the years with
shocking, previously unseen eyewitness
interviews, evidence and re-enactments. 75
minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99
Item #4670396
$14.95

Documentaries

minutes. Naxos.
Item #3972240

ITALY: South Tyrol–A Musical Journey
Fullscreen. Variously ruled, over the
centuries, South Tyrol, seen here, retains
much of its Austrian past, with some regions
predominantly German speaking and others
Italian. Scenes are shown of Brixen, with its
Cathedral and Bishop’s Palace, and various
historic castles. Music for the tour is by
Mozart, with two Piano Concertos. Over 59

$3.95
*BECOMING EVIL: Rampage This
ten-part series explores the motives and
events leading up to the most horrifying
rage-murder cases in recent history.
Profiles include Timothy McVeigh, Jack
Gilbert Graham, Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold, Seung-Hui Cho, and many more.
Not Rated. English SDH. Over 7 hours on
two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99
Item #4663608
$14.95

Sports
HISTORY OF THE SAN DIEGO
CHARGERS Fullscreen. Drawing upon
dozens of interviews, sideline sound,
players’ and coaches’ wires and vintage
radio accounts, this complete history gives
you a 50-yard line seat for 50 years of
hurrahs as well as heartbreaks along with
hours of bonus features highlighting the
best players and games from the men in
blue and gold. CC. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Home Video.
Item #3998894
$7.95
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Television
SPECTACLE–ELVIS COSTELLO WITH...:
Season One Conceived to provide a forum for
in-depth discussion and performance with the
most interesting artists and personalities of our
time, Spectacle: Elvis Costello With fuses the
best of talk and music television. Collects all 13
Season One episodes. Over ten hours on 5
DVDs. MVD Visual.
Item #466647X
$5.95

TV Drama
THE LOOMING TOWER Widescreen. This
series traces the rising threat of Osama bin
Laden and Al-Qaeda in the late 1990s and
how the rivalry between the FBI and CIA
during that time may have inadvertently set
the path for the tragedy of 9/11. Based on
the Pulitzer Prize-winning non-fiction book
by Lawrence Wright. Collects all 10
episodes. Stars Jeff Daniels. English SDH.
Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.
Item #4681738
$5.95

TV Crime Solvers
*SPIRAL: Season 1 Widescreen. A police
thriller full of decomposing corpses, autopsies
and intense interrogations that reveals
society’s ever changing codes of law: a dark
series with constant and increasing tension.
Stars Guy-Patrick Sainderichin. In French with
English subtitles. Nearly 7 hours on four
DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $29.95
Item #195704X
$21.95

TV Action & Adventure
STEVEN SEAGAL LAWMAN: The
Complete Season One For almost 20
years, Seagal has been working as a deputy
with the Jefferson Parish Sheriff’s Office in
Louisiana where, in addition to going out on
patrol, he also works with the SWAT team
and instructs officers in firearms and
hand-to-hand combat. This series
chronicles Seagal’s life in law enforcement.
Over 4 hours on two DVDs. New Video. Pub. at $19.95
Item #672566X
$5.95

TV Comedy
*T H E H E E H A W C O L L E C T I O N ,
V O LU M E 6 : Ko r n f ie l d Kl a ss i c s
Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan &
Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the
top 20 nationwide and became one of the
longest running weekly syndicated original
series in television history. Guest stars in
this edition include Johnny Cash, Buck
Owens, La Costa, Freddy Fender, Melba
Montgomery and more. 110 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99
Item #3866130
$7.95
FULLER HOUSE: The Complete First
Season Widescreen. The adventures that
began with Full House continue, with
veterinarian D.J. Tanner-Fuller (Candace
Cameron Bure) recently widowed and living
in San Francisco. With surprise visits from
new suitors, ex-spouses and beloved
relatives, your favorite house promises to
become fuller than ever. Includes all 13
Season One episodes. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on two
DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.
Item #3864863
$3.95

PBS
*KEN BURNS PRESENTS EAST LAKE
MEADOWS: A Public Housing Story
Widescreen. Through the stories of the former
residents, this film gives voice to some of the
most marginalized people in our society and
raises critical questions about how we have
created concentrated poverty and limited
housing opportunity for African Americans,
and what responsibility we have as a people to
ensure decent housing for our most vulnerable citizens. English
SDH. 105 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99
Item #3902382
$19.95
*SECRETS OF BRITAIN’S GREAT
CATHEDRALS Widescreen. This stunning
film explores 20 cathedrals and abbeys
throughout England and Wales, featuring
breathtaking 4K and incredibly intimate drone
footage, capturing their legendary facades and
soaring interior spaces. Get incredible insight
into the most influential cathedrals, abbeys,
and bishops’ palaces in the country. English
SDH. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99
Item #2869101
$24.95

Blu-ray

Blu-ray

A Blu-ray player is required to view
these high definition videos. These
discs will NOT work in a DVD player.

A Blu-ray player is required to view
these high definition videos. These
discs will NOT work in a DVD player.

HELL ON WHEELS: The Complete First
Season Widescreen. Hellbent on vengeance,
former Confederate officer Cullen Bohannon
(Anson Mount) travels west in search of the
Union soldiers who murdered his wife. His
quest leads him to “Hell on Wheels,” the
dangerous, raucous town that follows the
construction of the nation’s first
transcontinental railroad. All 10 Season One
episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three Blu-rays. E One.
Item #4789776
$5.95
THE LAST SENTINEL Widescreen. No
emotion. No fear. No pain. They were the
perfect soldiers to protect civilization–until
the drone police became the perfect enemy.
With little hope left for mankind, Tallis (Don
Wilson), an electronically enhanced soldier,
rescues a rebel beauty (Katee Sackhoff)
from a failed resistance mission. Rated R.
CC. 94 minutes. Echo Bridge.
Item #4880218
$4.95
THE READER Widescreen. Kate Winslet
is riveting as Hanna Schmitz–a lonely,
working-class woman who experiences a
brief but intense affair with a teenage boy.
Years later they meet again: Hanna now a
defendant in a notorious case and her
ex-lover, now a law student, holding the
secret to her salvation. Rated R. English
SDH. 124 minutes. Weinstein.
Item #4648900
$4.95
DEATH RACE/DEATH RACE 2
Widescreen. Welcome to the Death Race,
where hardened convicts and smoking-hot
navigators race tricked-out cars in the most
twisted spectator sport on Earth. Includes
Death Race and Death Race 2 which tells
the explosive story of how the legendary
race began. Both Rated R. English SDH.
Over three hours on 2 Blu-rays. Universal.
Item #4884515
$5.95
BATMAN: The Killing Joke Widescreen. A
journey into the dark psyche of the Clown
Prince of Crime. Follow his humble
beginnings as a struggling comic to the
fateful encounter with the Dark Knight that
changed everything. Now escaped from
Arkham Asylum, the Joker sets out to prove
that one bad day can make anyone just as
insane as he is. Includes Blu-ray and DVD
versions. Rated R. English SDH. 77 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.
Item #4824474
$5.95

*CROSSCURRENT Widescreen. From
the spinning Shaghai metropolis to
snow-capped Tibet mountains, Gao Chun
steers a cargo up the Yangtze and comes
across a reversely aging woman named
An Lu at every port recorded in a poetry
book. When he finally arrives at the start
of the river he unveils the secret of his
past and An Lu. In Mandarin with English
subtitles. 115 minutes. Cheng Cheng Films. Pub. at $29.95
Item #4797736
$7.95
*BEATS Widescreen. Scotland, 1994.
Johnno and Spanner are best mates with a
shared love for electronic dance music.
Johnno is leaving town for a middle-class
life with his mother and cop step-dad, while
Spanner is facing a dead-end with his
unhinged criminal brother. When they learn
of an unsanctioned underground rave, they
sneak out for one last crazy night together.
Not Rated. 102 minutes. Music Box Films. Pub. at $29.98
Item #485764X
PRICE CUT to $4.95
*DREAM DEMON Widescreen. A young
bride to be’s anxieties over her upcoming
wedding takes on horrifying, demonic
form in this under-seen 1988 shocker from
director Harley Cokeliss starring Timothy
Spall and Jemma Redgrave. Not Rated.
English SDH. Includes director’s cut. 88
minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95
Item #3937461
$24.95
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